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PALM TREES, PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND
PROMOTERS: BOOSTING SOUTHEAST
FLORIDA AS A MOTION PICTURE
EMPIRE, 1910-1930
by R ICHARD A LAN N ELSON

W

the greater Miami area today is the nexus of Florida’s
continuing motion picture industry, this was not always the
case. Historically, Jacksonville, and to a lesser extent Tampa,
were the leading film centers of the state prior to 1920. This
reflected their early importance as commercial and transportation hubs, but these advantages began to be outweighed as other
areas within Florida also began to develop as popular location
sites.1
Particularly along Florida’s southeastern seaboard— extending
in an eighty-five mile arc from Hobe Sound through the Palm
Beaches, Lake Worth, Delray Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Hialeah, Miami, and Coral Gables— pioneering
moviemakers began showing increasing interest in utilizing the
mild winter climate, abundant sunshine, and sub-tropical
scenery readily available there for filmic purposes. With the
astonishing growth of Miami and its satellite communities in the
decade following World War I, attention began to be directed
towards creation of a “motion picture empire” in south Florida.
This rise did not occur by accident. The extension of the rail
system into Miami before the turn of the century and on to Key
West by 1912 opened the area to widespread development. Agriculture contributed to this expansion, but it was the region’s unmatched climate which acted as a magnet to lure winter vacationHILE

Richard Alan Nelson is assistant professor of communication at the
University of Houston.
1. For related studies see the author’s “Florida: The Forgotten Film
Capital,” Journal of the University Film Association, XXIX (Summer
1977), 9-21; “Movie Mecca of the South: Jacksonville, Florida, as an
Early Rival to Hollywood,” Journal of Popular Film and Television,
VIII (Fall 1980), 38-51; and Florida and the American Motion Picture
Industry, 1898-1980, 2 vols. (New York, 1982) based on a Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1980.
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ers to the Southland and spurred creation of a viable resort and
tourist industry. Many stayed permanently, and by 1920 greater
Miami had a population of nearly 300,000.2
Not surprisingly, boosters soon began promoting the city, and
as early as 1911 predictions were being made that Miami was
destined to become the Los Angeles of the East, a theme repeated
with regularity throughout the “silent” film period.3 While this
local pride might be dismissed as mere propaganda on the part
of Florida enthusiasts, United States Weather Bureau statistics
indicate that Miami, 500 miles to the south of Los Angeles, has
a milder climate and more actual hours of sunshine than its
California resort rival.4 Given the primitive conditions of early
motion picture technology, these were important considerations
that helped spur utilization of the area by traveling film
companies.
The city in 1915 began embarking on a nationwide public
relations campaign which eventually made Miami the best advertised community in the South. Much credit for “selling”
Miami to the world belongs to Everest G. Sewell. Re-elected
six times as president of the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, and later as the city’s mayor until his death in 1940,
Sewell was what was commonly known in those days as “a live
wire.“5 Coming from one of Miami’s founding merchant families,
Sewell combined a lifelong commitment to the city with a business
mind and a showman’s flair for publicity. Through personal
effort he raised $2,000 for an initial foray into newspaper and
magazine advertising in northern publications to trumpet a
winter vacation in Miami. “So striking were the results,” reported
the Miami Herald, “that the next year the city council appropriated $4,000 and the citizens raised an additional fund of $10,000.“6
2. Complete census data is compiled in Nelson, Florida and the American
Motion Picture Industry, I, 134, 343-44.
3. Weekly Miami Metropolis, February 10, 1911, and May 3, 1912; Miami
Herald, May 3, 1915, and February 2, 1924.
4. Weekly Miami Metropolis, March 10, 1916; Miami Herald, August 13,
1922; and “Temperature Records in Florida,” in Nathan Mayo, Florida,
an Advancing State, 1907-1917-1927: An Industrial Survey (Tallahassee,
1928), 174.
5. For biographical details on Sewell, see George H. Dacy, “The Foster
Father of Miami,” Sunshine, Florida’s Magazine, IV (May 1925), 7-9;
Henry S. Marks, Who Was Who in Florida (Huntsville, Alabama, 1973),
224-25; and Miami Herald, April 25, 1922, and April 19, 1925.
6. Miami Herald, February 18, 1923; and Weekly Miami Metropolis, March
24, 1916.
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By the early 1920s more than sixty newspapers and magazines
were being used regularly by the Chamber for advertising
purposes, and scores more were anxious to print the pictures and
news features supplied without charge by its publicity bureau.
Sewell and other Chamber of Commerce leaders were insightful
enough to realize that “cheesecake” photographs and newsreels
of lovely bathing beauties on the sands of Miami’s beaches
would, despite protests on moral grounds by some religious
groups, further boost the area . 7 So many visitors began coming
down from the North as a result of this promotional barrage that
Miamians began to say that not only was the community the “new
Los Angeles,” but also “little New York.“8
It was during this exciting and enterprising period that Miami
began its checkered, and at times frustrating, relationship with
the film industry. As early as 1910 the area was typecast. A movie
released that year by the Lubin Manufacturing Company of
Philadelphia called A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sunshine,
with closing sequences shot in Palm Beach and Miami, was little
more than a glorified travelogue. The picture premiered in
Miami on a March evening at the Marco Theatre. One report
notes that “the narrow sidewalk was filled for a block in either
direction.” Although the film “was not exceptionally exciting or
even artistically rewarding. . . local citizens hoped to catch a
glimpse of themselves on the screen. Photographic techniques,
however, were not completely satisfactory. The honeymoon
couple moved jerkily past some palm trees that might just as
well have been planted in the Palm Court of New York’s Plaza
Hotel.“9
The Lubin troupe’s stay in Miami was brief, and the company
journeyed on to the Bahamas before eventually returning north.
Film activity was limited in Miami until early in 1912, when
Lubin director Arthur Hotaling announced he was bringing a
new company of actors down to make comedy pictures. This
7. Miami Herald, May 24, 1922.
8. A large electric sign was switched on each January at 42nd and Broadway in New York to inform shivering Gothamites that it was then
“June” in Miami. Victor Rainbold, The Town that Climate Built: The
Story of the Rise of a City in the American Tropics (Miami, ca. 1924),
3 6 .
9. The working title of the picture was apparently A Honeymoon Trip,
New York to Florida, but this was changed prior to national release.
See Billboard, February 19, 1910; Miami Daily News, April 3, 1966; and
Miami Herald, November 1, 1970.
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plan, however, proved abortive despite the claim by Lubin
officials that they could “find no better place anywhere for the
production of moving pictures than in and around Miami.” Even
though “lovers of the screen in Miami” also planned “to offer
some inducements to this company to build a permanent studio
here . . . to make films,” Hotaling changed his mind and decided
to headquarter in Jacksonville instead.10
Despite this disappointment, Miamians continued to exhibit
interest in the new medium. In 1913 cameraman L. A. Darling
of the Kalem Company shot several newsreel-like subjects designed to make Northerners “sit up and take notice.” In one,
three pretty young women bested a dangerous hammer-headed
shark while deep-sea fishing. The second reel portrayed the skill
11
of the city’s fire department. Later that year more than twenty
merchants participated in an innovative early motion picture advertising campaign. Short twenty and twenty-five second “spots”
were produced for exhibition in Miami theatres to replace the
previously utilized stationary lantern slides. “The idea,” reported
the Miami Herald, “is to show the establishment as it really is,
with customers coming and going and everything full of life.“12
The city, however, still lacked a resident motion picture
company. Late in 1914 local businessman J. D. Dill entered into
correspondence with Charles C. Field, president of the Prismatic
Film Company in New York, urging him to take advantage of the
startling cinematic possibilities of the area. When Field also
learned that the city council was interested in backing the production of a two-reel color photoplay for use in tourist promotion, he decided Miami was indeed the ideal place for him
to work.13 Field and more than two dozen actors, actresses,
cameramen, and technicians arrived in the style of a movie mogul
with his entourage. Debarking from his private railroad car,
Field told local newsmen that his company planned to relocate
permanently and would spend $65,000 over the coming months.
An open-air platform studio stage was erected on the grounds
adjoining the Plaza Hotel, and a fully-equipped laboratory was
established to develop the exposed negatives. Field, later to be
10. Weekly Miami Metropolis, January 26, 1912.
11. Ibid., March 14, 1913.
12. Miami Herald, December 19, 1913.
13. Miami Daily Metropolis, October 12, 1913.
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described as “part movie producer, part con man,” explained that
Miami’s climate was preferable to California’s since “Miami air
is unusually long on luminosity” and had “fatter” light units.
“You don’t see blue sky like this in the north, neither do you see
blue or green water there; up north the water is grey, and that
does not make good pictures.“14
Field optimistically declared that Miamians could expect to
see a burgeoning local film industry with three or more picture
companies active before the close of the winter season. He even
predicted that up to a dozen producing firms would be making
photoplays in Miami within a year. While this proved mostly
fanciful rhetoric aimed at increasing his newspaper coverage (the
Miami Daily Metropolis and its weekly edition, for example,
gave Prismatic front-page headlines), Field soon went to work
producing a two-reel “booster” film called The Magic City of the
South. Taking his cue from the earlier Lubin picture, Field
shot a variety of views of Miami and interwove scenes of leading
citizens, including William Jennings Bryan, into a honeymoon
love story.15
The completed movie opened on December 6, 1914, to packed
houses at two theatres— the Fotoshow (Twelfth Street at East
Flagler) and Airdrome (corner of Second Avenue and East
Flagler where the Olympia Theatre now stands). Magic City of
the South was screened in tandem afternoon and evening showings, with the proceeds split between the city and theater owners
to help defray expenses. To save money and because of possible
difficulties with still experimental color technology, the picture
was made in black-and-white. “Though the threads of the story
are very loose, the pictures are unusually good,” said one account.
“It is believed that the views will prove so attractive to northerners that they will not care about the color but will care only for
the picture proof of delightful weather.“16
Twelve prints of the film were struck and exhibited across the
country at conventions and in lecture halls under the sponsorship of the Miami Board of Trade to encourage tourism and
Ibid., October 31, 1914; Miami Herald, October 13, 1914 and November
1, 1970.
15. Miami Herald, November 1-3, 1914; and Miami Daily Metropolis, November 2, 1914.
16. Miami Daily Metropolis, December 5, 1914; and Miami Herald, December 7, 1914.

14.
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utilization of Miami as a convention site. The board later considered a recommendation to increase the potential audience for
the film by enlarging it to a melodramatic feature “showing a
Seminole Indian burning a white man at the stake, or something similar to arouse interest.” The plan was dropped, however,
after opposition surfaced among women’s groups who argued that
not only would this put the Seminoles in a bad light but “would
give a wrong impression” of life in and around Miami.17
Meanwhile, Miamians were stunned when Field abruptly announced the departure of his company only two days after the
premiere screenings of Magic City of the South. Despite his earlier
declarations of fidelity, Field said inclement weather and the need
to take pictures demanding scenes “which can only be obtained
in a great city” required that they relocate in Los Angeles for
the remainder of the winter.18 Besides the booster film, Prismatic
apparently only completed one other photoplay before leaving.
Another factor in Field’s decision may have been the accident
suffered by several of his players while on a pleasure excursion
to Palm Beach in which leading man Walter Miller required
twenty-two stitches on his head and scalp,19 Field’s California
venture, however, proved equally shortlived and by May 1915 he
was back in south Florida promoting Prismatic and the film industry. “If we can secure a suitable location we will establish a
studio in Miami and within a few weeks have a company here
for the purpose of taking moving pictures connecting our
scenarios with scenes around Miami,” he said. “The weather in
Los Angeles and other California communities is not any better,
and in my opinion not as good as Miami’s.“20
Not until early in the following year was Field able to secure
the local financial support that he needed. The Prismatic name
and logo were dropped, and replaced by the Feld Feature Films
Company with capitalization of $100,000. A concrete and tile
studio costing $15,000 was erected on South Miami Avenue at
Twenty-Fifth Street, equipped “with the newest lighting systems
and . . . complete stock of scenery and props.“21 According to
17. Miami Herald, February 11, 14, 24-27, 1915, and June 19, 1915.
18. Ibid., December 7, 1914; Miami Daily Metropolis, December 8, 1914; and
Motography, November 14, 1914, which had reported that Prismatic also
considered acquiring a Jacksonville studio.
19. Miami Herald, November 23, 1914.
20. Ibid., May 1, 1915.
21. Variety, August 11, 1916; and Motography, August 19, 1916. Photographs
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Norma Stevens, the receptionist for Field Feature Films, “the
plant area was roughly built and really wasn’t a finished building at all. It was a one-story affair with glass roofing and banks of
windows on three sides. A laboratory in the back of the building
was used for developing the films right on the premises.“22
Field’s backer in this venture was Thomas J. Peters, touted
nationally as the “Tomato King of Florida” for his introduction
of mass planting and marketing methods. In partial return for this
support, Field signed a contract with the United States Department of Agriculture to film a documentary of Peters’s farming
methods showing “the entire operations of the plantation including the cultivation of the tomatoes, the picking, hauling to the
packing house, packing, box making, loading of the cars, etc.“23
The picture, however, was just a beginning for the “big features”
that were to come.
Two full companies totaling forty-four “actors and actresses,
camera men, carpenters, property men, scenario men, electricians
and every sort of expert needed to manufacture feature films”
arrived in April 1916 “to make pictures twelve months in the
year in Miami.” While most of these people never became well
known, one of the featured players was Noah Beery, Sr., who
later gained fame as one of the silent era’s great screen villains.24
The first of the full-length Field productions was The Human
Orchid, described as “a romantic story of a young girl whose life
is likened to an orchid.“25 It was first exhibited to Miamians in

22.

23.

24.
25.

of the studio are in the Florida Photographic Collection, Florida State
Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
Interview with Norma Stevens, Miami, September 1, 1977. Mrs. Stevens
describes Field as “a large heavyset man, full of business, a regular New
Yorker. He was a real promoter and ran the business.” The studio, she
states, had a private office for Field, the reception area where she
worked, a bookkeeping area, the main interior stage, and the lab.
Richard B. Hoit, a photographer whose work later appeared in National
Geographic and who became known locally for his photos in the Miami
Herald, was then a cameraman and lab operator for Field.
Peters was quite wealthy and at the time also had part ownership of the
exclusive Halcyon Hotel among other investments. See his biography
appearing in Frank B. Stoneman and Olin W. Kennedy, editors, Florida,
“The East Coast”: Its Builders, Resources, Industries, Town and City
Developments (Miami, 1924), 150; and news reports on his tomato
plantation appearing in the Miami Daily Metropolis, November 3, 1914,
and Weekly Miami Metropolis, April 21, 1916.
For more generalized information on Beery’s career, see William K.
Everson, The Bad Guys: A Pictorial History of the Movie Villain
(Secaucus, New Jersey, 1972), 8-13.
Miami Herald, June 27, 1916.
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June and then made available to the trade. Most reviews were
disappointing. The most generous was Motography’s critic who
felt the picture could hold one’s “attention riveted for the space
of five reels without any difficulty” through a “brimful of stirring
action and . . . an interesting plot.” Variety, on the other hand,
noted that “while there are a number of things to commend it,
the chances are that the feature will fail to attract any undue
excitement, because the story offers little or nothing original and
the arm of coincidence is stretched almost to the breaking
point. . . . Mr. Field says he has a number of other features
eighty-five per cent better than ‘The Human Orchid.’ Let’s
hope so.” Moving Picture World took perhaps the most devastating swipe at Field for his overreliance on emotionalism. “It is
distinctly a picture for small towns or some neighborhoods of
larger cities where crude sensationalism and elementary appeals
to the emotions are not unwelcome. There is a certain brutal
realism in the acting of several scenes; but here the value of the
production as depiction of life ends, for the story is forced and
unnatural and unhealthy in tone.“26
Field’s second feature called The Toll of Justice was fortunately completed before the reviews began coming in on The
Human Orchid. Peters and Fields journeyed to New York to
take care of state rights marketing arrangements, expecting “to
land a contract for at least $100,000 . . . which will place the
Miami-made films in one of the greatest serial productions of the
country.“27 It was at this point that disagreements arose, presumably over financial difficulties, and Peters took over complete
control of the studio operation, renaming it the Florida Feature
Film Company. Field remained on the payroll, but as general
manager rather than studio head. The new company quickly established a New York sales office, directed by M. M. Feely, and
began a heavy advertising campaign in the industry press. Feely
was forced to admit that The Human Orchid was no great masterpiece, but stressed that the picture and other Florida Feature
Film product could make “a great deal of money” for the exhibitor and state rights buyer.28 “Where confidence does not
26. Motography, July 15, 1916; Variety, June 23, 1916; and Moving Picture
World, July 8, 1915.
27. Miami Herald, July 17, 27, 1916.
28. Moving Picture World, August 26, 1916; Motography, August 26, 1916;
and Variety, August 18, 25, 1916.
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exist,” explained Peters several weeks later, “all business transactions are slow of consummation and modern business must be
transacted quickly . . . to insure the maximum of profit. So above
all other considerations we intend to establish confidence first,
29
and . . . keep elaboration out of our advertising.“
While Peters was trying to build this “confidence,” Florida’s
third feature was readied, a Seminole Indian picture called Fate’s
Chessboard (working title Fate’s Bond).30 But despite all attempts
by Peters and Florida Feature Film’s management to put on a
bright face, the fact was that their pictures were not selling.
The optimistic press releases reprinted by the trade journals
disappear by November 1916, and the firm did a final fade out
from the industry before the end of the year.31 “My father-inlaw,” recounts Thelma Peters, “was a charming man, but very
competitive and ambitious in business. When other things began
providing greater return on investment than his movie enterprise, he wrote it off.“32 The company typifies the largely unsuccessful efforts during this period to construct a continuing
presence in the film industry. Many studio promotions with inadequate access to distribution and long-term capital investments, even when well-intentioned as was the case with Field/
Florida, failed to rise above the headlines and advertising they
generated in local newspapers.
Despite these failures, other motion picture developments
were ongoing in the Miami and Palm Beach areas. A number of
newsreels, travelogues, underwater experimental films, and Miami
booster reels continued to be made from 1914 onward by studio
representatives and free-lance moviemakers.33 This period was
one in which there was an upsurge in production throughout
Florida, influenced both by the national expansion of the in29. Motography, September 16, 1916.
30. Weekly Miami Metropolis, July 14, 1916; Miami Herald, August 12, 1916;
and Moving Picture World, September 2, 16, 1916.
31. See Motography, September 2, 23, October 7, 1916.
32. Telephone interview by author with Thelma Peters, Coral Gables, June
25, 1979. Mrs. Peters notes that her father-in-law later got caught up in
land speculation, losing nearly everything in the collapse. Studio
receptionist Norma Stevens reports that the company lasted less than
six months. “I don’t think the pictures came out too well,” she says.
“They weren’t ‘A’ rated films.” Interview of Norma Stevens.
33. Miami Herald, February 16, May 16, September 25, 1915, January 23,
1916; Motography, October 23, 1915; and Moving Picture World, August
4, 1917.
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dustry and the efforts of local boosters to take advantage of unsettled conditions in California and New York. Despite the
transient nature of many of the so-called studios operating in
Florida, Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and Palm Beach witnessed
accelerating interest by moviemakers during the World War I
years.
This observation would seem to be further confirmed by
Table I, which collates available data and lists the number of
known motion pictures of two or more reels shot in southeast
Florida for the years 1915-1930. Short promotional films, newsreels, etc., under two reels are not tabulated, but they number
into the hundreds. The years 1916-1917 show an early peak which
coincides with the upsurge in production in Jacksonville and
the shutdown of most of the European studios. Later there is a
post-war decline during 1918-1919, followed by a sudden increase
in 1920 when theater patronage increased partly due to the impact of Prohibition and the closing of the saloons. A dramatic
slowdown occurred in 1921, during a national recessionary year,
but production reached new highs in 1922-1923 when press coverage of Miami’s film efforts was greatest. Later stabilization set in
until after the hurricanes of September 1926 and 1928 devastated
the local economy. South Florida production, in effect, conformed to national motion picture industry and economy trends.
TABLE I
COMPLETED MOTION PICTURES OF TWO OR MORE REELS
KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN SHOT IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA
(1915-1930)
1916
9

1917
8

1918

1919

1920

2

5

6

17

1923

1924

21

8

1925
11

1926
14*

1927
3

1928
4

1915

1921
7

1922
14

1929

1930

1**

Sources: Miami Herald, Miami Metropolis, Moving Picture World, Variety,
Fort Lauderdale Sentinel, Fort Lauderdale Herald, AFI Catalog of
Feature Films 1921-1930, and miscellaneous articles and references.
Listing is by release date. The term southeast Florida denotes
productions shot in full or part in Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
Miami, and other communities in the Gold Coast area of Florida extending southward from Hobe Sound as described earlier in the text.
*
Includes three two-reel comedy films produced but not released as the
negatives were destroyed by the 1926 hurricane.
** Denotes an exception to the table. The film The Cocoanuts (1929)
starring the Four Marx Brothers was about the South Florida land
boom, but was actually shot in a New York studio.
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The prime force behind the development of a local industry
was E. G. Sewell, who hoped to create a major motion picture
center in Miami. Sewell, like other civic leaders, could see the
potential of the movie business as a public relations and business
investment and ably combined commitment to local progress with
the desire for profit. As early as 1917 he had spearheaded discussions between Miami entrepreneurs and film personality Cissy
Fitzgerald to incorporate what they felt could be the new
beginning of Miami as a celluloid capital. Fitzgerald was a leading comedienne of the era and hoped to build a second “Universal
City” in Florida. The Cissy Fitzgerald Film Company was briefly
incorporated, but unrecorded problems arose and the firm “soon
folded, ostensibly because of World War I.“34
Undaunted by this experience, Sewell continued to believe in
the city’s movie potential and in the early 1920s was a director
on the most serious attempt to establish a continuing movie
presence in Miami. Sewell convinced Glenn H. Curtiss, known
for his pioneering aviation work; Frank B. Shutts, controlling
owner and publisher of the Miami Herald; and five other
prominent businessmen, who described themselves in promotional advertising as “PERSONNEL with PERSONALITY
and PEP and PUNCH and PLUCK,” that a joint cinematic
venture called Miami Studios Inc. could be successful.35 An impressive studio and laboratory facility, 250 feet by sixty feet
(enough for four simultaneous companies working with full sets
under lighted cover), was built on a 140-acre site, just outside the
Miami city limits in Hialeah at West Ninth Street and Second
Avenue. Construction was planned by Ted Bevis, an established
studio designer and director, who agreed also to serve on Miami
Studios’board of directors.36 Elaborate preparations attended the
gala studio opening in March 1922, witnessed by over 1,500
invited guests. Calling it a “brilliant social event,” the Miami
Herald added in an editorial that the inauguration “was far more
than a social affair. It was a significant landmark in the develop34. Weekly Miami Metropolis, April 6, 1917; Moving Picture World, July
28, 1917; Miami Daily News, April 3, 1966; and Miami Herald, November 1, 1970.
35. Miami Herald, April 2, 1922. Organizationally, Curtiss was president;
Sewell, secretary and treasurer; and Shutts, a director.
36. Moving Picture World, July 9, 1921, March 25, 1922; Miami Herald,
June 24, 1921, March 19, 1922; and Weekly Miami Metropolis, July 29,
1921.
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ment of this section, and a forecast of a tremendous industry
which will mean more to Miami than any other one thing which
has happened in many years.“37
To subsidize construction and provide working capital,
Miami Studios issued $300,000 worth of mortgage bonds which
were offered for public sale under a series of attractive newspaper
advertisements appearing in the Schutts’s publication. Purchasers
of the bonds were promised eight per cent interest on their investment, and also (somewhat unusually) were given ownership
of common stock upon acquiring the bonds. Bevis estimated that
“the present studio, with its two complete units, operating only
seven months a year, or about sixty percent of the time,” would
easily earn a net profit of $50,000 annually. And with the additional facilities planned later, studio promoters fully expected
this to double.38
Less than a month after the opening of Miami Studios, a new
independent producing organization called the Syracuse Moving
Pictures Company arrived in Florida to shoot a South Seas adventure, The Isle of Doubt, with Wyndham Standing and
Dorothy Mackaill. According to the stage manager and second
cameraman on the picture, Harold Haliday Costain, “The Syracuse Moving Pictures Company was formed in New York by
Hamilton Smith, who had written and directed the popular ‘Bud
and Ham’ comedies. This was our first picture, and work had
started in New York at the old Metro studio. After completing
some interiors we decided to go south to take exteriors and shot
all around Miami, the Deering estate, and at Cocoa Plum beach.
When we got down to Florida the Miami Studios had just
opened up and Hamilton Smith decided to use their facilities. In
fact we were the first company to shoot there. The carpenters
there were very good— but they didn’t yet understand the movie
business. They were just regular carpenters, good technicians that
if you told them what to do, they’d do it. However, they were not
sophisticated as to the type of things that were needed in picture
work. I had to show them how to do the job and teach them
37. Miami Herald, March 24, 1922. Perhaps because it was not a completely
unbiased source, the Miami Herald provides more complete coverage of
the local motion picture industry during the 1920s than the other
Miami newspapers.
38. Miami Herald, April 6, 1922.
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Miami Studios rising with (l. to r.) Ted Bevis, Miami Mayor E. G. Sewell,
movie actor Eddie Polo, and Leslie Carey, January 1922.
Miami Studios under construction, early 1922.
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that they didn’t need to build solid, only a facing seen from the
camera angle.“39
Such problems could be overcome, but required the guiding
hand of a professional studio manager. The owners of Miami
Studios soon entered into negotiations with British-born John
Brunton, well-known to the industry through his production
management of Brunton Studios in Los Angeles which provided
studio space on a lease-out basis to filmmakers working on
location and independents without permanent facilities.
Brunton was intrigued by the challenge of trying to turn Miami
Studios into a moneymaking operation, but accepted the job
only “on the condition that the organization put in its own producing company and also organize a production financing
corporation to aid independents.“40 He felt that keying the
operation to independent producers and ensuring financing
for pictures was the basis for building a stable local industry.
“Miami’s opportunities of becoming a motion picture production
center are wonderful,” Brunton noted, “but only if the big
business men of this city and vicinity take the production of
pictures seriously and give their financial support to it. By
financial backing is meant the lending of money and taking
what amounts to a mortgage on the films produced. Insurance
on the films is made payable to the persons who advance the
money, so that ample protection from destruction is given.”
Brunton warned that “Los Angeles has become famed for its
motion pictures activity and is a mecca for producers, not because of climactic conditions, but because of the financial support
given these enterprises by business men and bankers. There must
be some incentive to come to Miami, or the motion picture producing companies will go elsewhere, and the incentive that producing companies are seeking is financial banking.“41
This pragmatic approach and the carte blanche given him by
the board of Miami Studios was pyramided by Brunton into a
paper motion picture empire. As “supreme head of the motion
picture industry” in Florida (to quote the Miami Herald),
39. Interview by author with Harold Haliday Costain, DeLand, January 8,
1979. Costain says the picture cost $100,000 of which approximately
$25,000 was spent in Florida. See also Miami Herald, April 17, 1922, and
Moving Picture World, May 13, September 30, 1922.
40. Moving Picture World, June 24, 1922; Miami Herald, June 30, 1922.
41. Miami Herald, April 18, October 6, 1922.
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Brunton began by getting agreements from thirty leading
businessmen and financiers from around the state to form what
was called the National Motion Picture Finance Corporation,
with $500,000 in capital stock. National, in turn, contracted with
Brunton, “whereby he agreed to personally supervise all the productions made at the Miami Studios and financed by the National
Motion Picture Finance Company.” The effect of this was to
make the Miami Studios an independent producer as well as
supplier of studio rental space to others. To consolidate his
position, Brunton made yet other agreements to form several
smaller production companies such as Sphinx Productions, Inc.,
which then borrowed money from National to make pictures in
Hialeah.42 As long as the films were good, there would be no
problem. And meanwhile other producers from New York and
California began seriously considering utilizing the studios. The
Miami film world came to life when Rex Ingram, one of the most
famous directors of the day for his Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (1921), accepted Brunton’s invitation to shoot his
newest picture there, an adaptation of John Russell’s collection
of stories called Where The Pavement Ends. “This is just the
beginning,” Brunton predicted, “of a general exodus of the
moving picture companies from the Pacific slope to Miami, and
we must exert every influence to keep them here and make them
permanent additions to our community.“43
The impact of Miami Studios in terms of local film activity
over the next two seasons seemed to bear Brunton out. For
there was an expansion in both picture promotion and production
with at least fourteen major south Florida pictures released in
1922. This does not include other films shot that year, but released in 1923 when twenty-one Florida-made photoplays entered
exhibition.44 These numbers, while indicative of a new pro42. Ibid., September 21, 1922.
43. Ibid., August 17, 1922.
44. The films released in 1922 include: Island Wives, Don’t Weaken, Cap’n
Kidd, Sunshine in a Moonshine Still, The Man From Toronto, Love’s
Last Dream, Annabel Lee, Destiny’s Isle, Isle of Doubt, Florida the
Beautiful, Glimpses of the Moon, One Exciting Night, and Once Upon
a Time. The pictures released in 1923 include: The Net, The Coward,
A Quick Getaway, Toto in the Land of Make Believe, Broken Violin,
The Ragged Edge, The Exciters, The Heart Raiders, Where the Pavement Ends, Outlaws of the Sea, Rand the Revenuer, Stormy Seas, The
Human Mill, One Million in Jewels, The White Rose, Fog Bound, Slim
Shoulders, The French Doll, The Broad Road, You, Can’t Fool Your
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duction vitality capable of attracting national attention, should
however be placed in perspective. The Film Daily issue of January 23, 1923, reported production statistics which demonstrate
that local hopes for overtaking California as a production center
were not particularly realistic. Eighty-four out of every 100
movies made in America in 1922 were shot in California, twelve
per cent were made in New York, and only four per cent were
made in Florida and other areas. 45
Brunton was likely aware of these facts, and Miami Studios
could probably have survived on such a limited percentage of
total production. But this in turn meant that he had little
margin to maneuver with, particularly when dealing with influential outside producers and directors such as Rex Ingram.
Brunton needed leaders within the industry to “talk up” Miami
Studios if it was to be successful, and he had gone to special
lengths to “get a well-known producer here and by so doing prove
to the satisfaction of the entire motion-picture world that things
could be done in Florida.“46
Unfortunately the things done were often unintentional. Ingram became furious at what he perceived as inefficiency and
unprofessionalism on the part of the “raw” local technicians at
the studios. Bad weather further delayed and disrupted shooting on Where the Pavement Ends, eventually released in 1923.
When Ingram finally completed work on the picture, he not only
immediately left Miami but began criticizing the studios in print.
The Miami Herald reported, “considerable resentment has been
caused among the moving picture people of Miami by a published
statement, attributed to Rex Ingram, that the laboratory and
technical employees of the Miami Studios were inefficient, and
that the Metro company was greatly handicapped during its
stay by reasons of this.“47 Nor did things go better for Brunton’s

45.
46.
47.

Wife, and an unidentified number of comedies starring Charles Craig
made by Continental Productions, Inc. Every attempt has been made to
verify this list, but unfortunately even the American Film Institute
Catalogue, Feature Films, 1921-1930, 2 vols. (New York, 1971) has failed
to pick up photoplays which had limited distribution. Another problem
involves title changes between production, local exhibition, and national
release.
The Film Daily, January 23, 1923; William Marston Seabury, The Public
and the Motion Picture Industry (New York, 1926), 278.
Em Murray, “Will Florida Have a Second Hollywood?” The Florida
Magazine, I (October-November 1922), 25.
Miami Herald, December 10, 1922. The working title of the film was The
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first in-house production, The Filigree Flask (screened in 1923 as
Outlaws of the Sea), In an unusual and strongly worded statement, photoplay author Ernest H. Lebrel catalogued the misfortunes and differences of opinion that dogged the filming: “It is
. . . generally known that there has been considerable friction
between the producer and the author of this, the first entirely
Miami-written, Miami-located, and Miami-made photoplay,
filmed as the first production of Miami Studios. Let it be candidly
known then, that this story was written, marketed, arranged, cast,
directed, produced and finally released under the most trying and
discouraging conditions. Indifference, fear, doubt, petty jealousy,
mistrust and malicious obstruction assailed us on every hand.
Those of us who had had any extensive experience in this intricate
and high art, were either utterly unacquainted with each other
or made subordinate to the most helpless incompetents. Every
detail of plant, equipment and apparatus was new, unseasoned
and untried. Auxiliary supply depots; such as professional
costumers, make-up dealers, property shops, location agents and
the like, simply did not exist. Everything had to be newly made
for the occasion, personally arranged for, or imported at great
expense. That a presentable photoplay was eventually filmed and
assembled under these circumstances, at least reflects credit on the
stubborn grit and determination of these worthy pioneers.“48
Following this fiasco, Brunton left the studios under pressure,
and his plan for developing a local financial base was sacrificed.
California was also making “a concentrated effort to hold the
industry within her own boundaries. In this she was successful and
the producers moved westward due principally to the promise of
extensive financial assistance” which the Floridians had neither
the resources nor the will to match.49
With Miami Studios dark and no local picture leadership
taking charge of focusing attention on Miami as a picture locale,
most of the smaller production houses and peripheral operations
evident in 1922-1923 ceased business. To prevent a further “influx of fly-by-night promoters who may wish to sell stock here in
Passion Vine. See also the recollections of Grant Whytock in Georgia
Marcher, “An Afternoon with Grant Whytock,” American Cinemeditor,
XXV (Winter 1975-1976), 8.
48. Miami Herald, March 4, 1923. See Moving Picture World, April 7, 1923,
for a review of the picture.
49. Miami Herald, July 27, 1924.
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dubious motion picture projects,” the Miami Chamber of Commerce organized an investigating committee. Unless a company
agreed to submit to a lengthy financial, ethical, and professional
qualifications check, the Chamber refused to certify their stocks.
This information clearing house approach, combined with the
problems at Miami Studios, tended for a time to make the city
less attractive to the speculator.50
There was a revival of interest, however, beginning in late
1923. Sewell and the board of directors of Miami Studios still had
not given up on the idea of making Miami a mecca of the movies,
and hired Major B. L. Smith “to take charge of the active management of the studio and work out plans to revive motion
picture activities.” An illustrated pamphlet describing the
services available to the industry in south Florida was sent to
leading motion picture executives. This eventually led to negotiations in which the Tilford Cinema Corporation leased the entire
capacity of the Miami Studios for a series of three pictures which
were produced during the period of January to May 1924. The
Tilford films were released by Producers Distributing Corporation
of New York under the titles Ramshackle House, Another
Scandal, and Miami. All proved moneymakers, with Miami, a
story of the “pleasure-mad rich” in Florida, doing especially well
with critics and at the box-office.51
When Tilford recontracted the studios for a second season, it
fueled hopes that south Florida would at last become a major
motion picture producing center. Articles bearing such titles as
“Miami Comes to Front as Center for Movies,” “Miami a Second
Hollywood,” and “Watch for Florida in the Movies” began reappearing once again. 52 But headlines alone do not a movie
capital make, and an examination of the statistics for the period
once again proved less optimistic. Tilford eventually lost its
financing and was forced to give up the Miami facilities without completing another picture.53
50. Ibid., September 7, 12, 1922.
51. Moving Picture World, May 10, 17, June 14, 21, 28, July 12, November
1, 1924; and Miami Herald, January 28, May 18, July 27, 1924.
52. Miami Herald, May 25, 1924; Shelton S. Matlack, “Miami a Second
Hollywood,” Suniland, I (October 1924), 54-55; and Shelton S. Matlack,
“Watch for Florida in the Movies,” Suniland, II (April 1925), 22-25.
53. Tilford remained at Miami until the 1930s, occupying the remodeled
studio originally built by C. C. Field. However, Tilford ceases to be an
important factor either in local or national film production.
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The studio was then used only sporadically until the late
1920s. Later it was utilized as a hurricane shelter since it was one
of the few major structures left standing in Hialeah after the
storms of 1926 and 1928. By the early 1930s, the building was
“ballyhooed” as a center for dance marathons, skatathons, and
walkathons. Later in the decade it was briefly opened once again
for moviemaking, but more often it stood as an empty reminder
of a faded dream. Finally, in 1960 the neglected studio complex
was torn down.54
The marginal success of the Miami Studios enterprise never
lived up to the hopes and expectations of its backers. While the
studio formed the centerpiece around which the local film
constellation revolved, this was not the only source for the
continued attention on Miami in its struggle to become a fullfledged Hollywood East. The so-called Florida land boom of 19231926 encouraged the irrational creation of a host of “film city”
plans. The effect of the boom was to too often substitute image
over substance, for although the basis for Florida’s development
was essentially sound the methodology in many cases left something to be desired. While the causes for this frenzy of activity
are beyond the scope of this study, national interest was focused
on Florida as a result of the growing land boom and at one point
it was estimated that Florida had more than 50,000 unlicensed
real estate salesmen swarming over the state.55 Not surprisingly,
the area was again flooded with speculative film ventures and
promotions further undermining a stable industrial foundation.
54. The Home News (Hialeah-Miami Springs), September 2, 1960; Miami
Herald, September 21, 1958. The studio was used in 1935-1936 as Pan
American Studio, financed by British investors, organized by the then
Sir John Brunton. See the correspondence between Governor David
Sholtz’s office and Arthur Sawyer, president of Pan American in the
Florida Governors’ Papers, “Motion Picture Industry Committee— 1935”
file, Florida State Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
55. The literature on the boom is voluminous. Among the more interesting
studies: A. M. Sakolski, The Great American Land Bubble: The Amazing
Story of Land-Grabbing, Speculations, and Booms from Colonial Days to
the Present Time (New York, 1932); Frank Bowman Sessa, “Real Estate
Expansion and Boom in Miami and its Environs During the 1920s”
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1950); Homer B. Vanderblue, “The Florida Land Boom, Parts I and II,” Journal of Land and
Public Utility Economics, III (1927), 113-31, 252-69; S. H. Bowman,
“Changing Trends in the Real Estate Business,” Florida Magazine, XIV
(March 1940), 24; and Kenneth Ballinger, Miami Millions: The
Dance of the Dollars in the Great Florida Land Boom of 1925 (Miami,
1936).
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Given the high-rolling economy of the mid-twenties in Florida,
it is not surprising that “oil-tongued strangers” returned to
present fascinating stories of the “millions to be made in producing moving pictures in Florida” as part of extravagant stock
selling schemes. Reportedly “millions of dollars have been lost
in fake moving picture promotions— enough to have bought out
the Famous Players-Lasky [Paramount] and First National
Companies several times over.“56
Studio promotions in the mid-twenties criss-crossed the state
from Miami to Orlando and Palatka to Pensacola. Among the
more interesting was “Picture City,” devoted to the screen arts in
south Florida near Hobe Sound. Picture City, “named for its
picturesqueness” by developer Charles L. Apfel, was typical of
several new industrial communities in which filmmaking was
ostensibly to play an important role. In fact, Apfel was at the
same time marketing “Industrial City” nearby in Palm Beach
County in which negotiations with “New York parties” also
were ongoing towards building a second studio.57 One of the
New Yorkers that Apfel connected with was former film mogul
Lewis J. Selznick, trying to recover from his own corporate
bankruptcy by speculating in Florida real estate. Another
partner was Philadelphia financier Felix Isman. Selznick had not
lost much of his flamboyance when he predicted that Picture
City was going to be “the Los Angeles of Florida” with the
construction of the largest studio in the world, costing well over
$1,000,000. Reportedly a contract had been concluded, but no
one told how or where the money had supposedly been raised.
The euphoria must have rubbed off from Apfel, who in buying
the entire townsite of Olympia to rename it Picture City apparently also wanted to proclaim the area’s new-found destiny
as THE future movie capital. Eminent scientists had tipped him
off, he explained, “that a treacherous Arctic current had been
discovered off the coast of California and in a few years would
freeze the California climate so severely that filmmakers would
have to quit Hollywood and ship their studios to Florida.“58
And sure enough, the Miami Herald had indeed carried a story
56. Matlack, “Miami a Second Hollywood,” 54-55.
57. Miami Herald, June 7, 14, 1925.
58. Dana L. Thomas, Lords of the Land: The Triumphs and Scandals of
America’s Real Estate Barons— From Earliest Times to the Present
(New York, 1977), 195; Miami Herald, October 10, 1925.
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filed by the paper’s Washington correspondent citing government sources that this was a likely possibility.59
Picture City went through an impressive workup and was
designed to operate as a complete community centered around
big studio lots. The homes of the executives were to be situated
nearby, while lesser officials and workers would be housed
further away. A system of curving roads was actually built, and
a number of prominent individuals bought land in the initial
selling campaign.60 But the dream of Picture City soon collided
with reality, and the project collapsed along with the land boom
that had originally sustained it. The only monuments today are
the still modernistic light poles and underground electrical
system constructed along the roadways.61 The other unsound
promotions and weak studio operations also disappeared with
hardly a trace. The end of the boom and the onset of the depression coincided with changes in the industry evident in the
late 1920s and early 1930s. Sound had replaced the silent film
as the staple of the movie business, and although the making
of motion pictures locally never fully died out, south Florida
remained in a far weaker position vis-à-vis the west coast than
during the expectant post-World War I period.
The story of greater Miami as a developing area for film
production in the years 1910-1930 provides a good case study of
the traditional strengths and weaknesses that have plagued
efforts within the state to build a viable motion picture industry.
That filmmaking continued and has revived once again in
Miami in the 1980s is a testimony to the many virtues the city
and state have always possessed: scenic beauty and variety, good
atmospheric conditions, mild winter climate, and proximity to
New York. The conditions that have been traditionally lacking
(sufficient local capital investment, trained support personnel,
consistent political and civic policies, a strong local media base
in addition to an “imported’ one) have proven a continuing
hinderance, but not a fatal one.
59.
60.

Miami Herald, June 12, 1925.
New York Times, September 2, 13, November 28, December 27, 1925;
Miami Daily News and Metropolis, December 22, 1925; Miami Herald,
January 20, March 10, 1926.
61. Florida Times Union, June 3, 1965. See also Chester M. Withington,
Jupiter Island (Hobe Sound, 1935), 26; and Janet Hutchinson, compil.,
History of Martin County (Hutchinson Island, 1975), 166.
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All too often efforts in the past were squandered in projects
going nowhere. The failure of both the Florida Feature Film
Company and Miami Studios revealed the shaky premises which
undergirded most of the early development and upsurge in talk
of Miami becoming a second Hollywood. The mere existence
of a fully-equipped local studio could not guarantee producers
flocking to the area. Today with the development of simpler
more mobile technology, filmmaking has become a portable art.
The fragmentation of the old studio system has helped to
resurrect the independent producer and once again made that
aspect of the business more important and substantive. This has
contributed to the rebirth of the Florida film and television industry, now ranked third in the nation behind California and
New York.62 One could do worse, however, than to reflect on
these prior failures in coming to decisions about present policies.
Strikingly, the need for local entities to commit themselves fully
to long-range planning and assistance in both financial investment and professional cooperation stands out as a continuing
need. The recent efforts of the Film and Television Department
in the Metropolitan County Office of Economic Development
Coordination, and the Motion Picture and Television Services
Program in the Division of Economic Development of the Florida
State Department of Commerce, combined with private initiatives
by members of the South Florida Film and Tape Producers Association and the Florida Motion Picture and Television Association, point hopefully to progress in the coming years. For
despite all the problems and disappointments that have marred
the story of Florida as a production center, after seventy-five
years the state continues to offer a meaningful option for both
major and minor film interests. The question that now must be
asked is not “Is there a motion picture and television future for
Florida?” but rather “How much of one is there to be?” Since
nothing is guaranteed in the changing media world, the public
and private sectors of the state will have to continue working
together to ensure southeast Florida does not remain an overlooked film capital.
62. Carol Pearce, “Fla. Climbs to 3rd as Nat’l Film & TV Capital,” Back
Stage, XIX (November 17, 1978), 1; “Florida Ranks Third in Film
Production,” Back Stage, XX (June 8, 1979), 31; “Film and TV Growth
Unprecedented,” Florida Economic Developments, II (December 1980),
8; and St. Petersburg Times, May 2, 1982.
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